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17 December 2012

MESSAGE FOR 1ST WORLD PARLIAMENT ON SPIRITUALITY 2012
My respected spiritual Sisters and Brothers,
Greetings of peace from the holy land of Mt Abu.
I would very much have liked to be with all of you for this most auspicious gathering of true world servers and
custodians, and be coloured by your spiritual richness. However, I will be present with my mind, as I know that
the synergy of minds with elevated thinking will generate an atmosphere required by every global citizen. This
gathering will support and help the world, not just now, but also in times to come.
It is true that ultimately the 'Earth is One, Truth is One, We are One' but human beings seem to have forgotten
this basic reality. As spiritual beings, we the children of One Supreme Parent, come onto the stage of life to
play a role, like actors. The stage, our earth, is our shared space. Some actors are more visible, others less so.
However, every scene and every actor is important. Moreover, every action of every actor is significant for it
has a bearing on the overall outcome. The wise saying, “Actions speak louder than words” has never been
truer, and this is what Dadi wishes for the respected delegates to take to heart: Others will emulate whatever
we do.
The world is undoubtedly full of untruths and negativity but, there are also many positive and powerful things
that we can fill our minds with, and inspire others with. A mind that holds onto all that is positive and
powerful becomes a strong mind. Such a mind not only withstands negativity but can, even silently, inspire
onlookers to turn over a new leaf and move in a direction that is for the greater good of all.
Let us together turn inwards, connect with the Supreme Being, and empower the atmosphere. Let us aim to
make all minds loving receptacles for clear, original thinking that is solution-oriented. Let us give the world
solutions that bring about healing.
With deep regard for the pure transformation you stand for,
On Spiritual Service,

(B.K. Janki)
Chief of Brahma Kumaris

